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Has it really been 40 years? 
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Career Highlights
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• Magnetic Fusion Energy (MFE)*
– Electron Rings for MFE

– Field Reversed Configurations

– Fusion Diagnostics 

– Stellarators

• Plasma Materials Science 
– Plasma Source Ion Implantation 

– Materials Surface Modification with 
Intense Ion Beams 

• Particle Accelerators
– RF LINACS

• Private – Public Partnerships

• Line, Program, & Project 
Management 

• Government Advisor

*While my talk will focus on MFE, I want to 
recognize Cornell alumni who, unlike me, have 
devoted their entire distinguished careers in MFE
• Paul Bonoli (MIT) 
• Stan Luckhardt (MIT, UCSD) 
• Stewart Zweben (PPPL) 

Also, exceptional Cornell postdoc and visiting 
faculty mentors during my tenure involved in MFE:
• Hal Davis (LANL)
• John Finn (NRL, LANL, Tibbar)
• Raghavan (“Jay”) Jayakumar (MIT, LLNL, GA)
• Clark Swannack (LANL)
• Dan Taggart (NRL, LANL)
• Alan Turnbull (GA) 
• Michel Tuszewski (UC Berkeley, LANL, Tri Alpha 

Energy)
• Prof. Kiyoshi Yatsui (Nagaoaka University of 

Technology)



Of the plethora of Magnetic Fusion Energy (MFE) ideas over 70 
years, we will focus on three very different MFE configurations 
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More inclusive, albeit incomplete, list of MFE, Inertial Confinement, and Magneto-
Inertial concepts (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_fusion_experiments) 

A good summary of fusion energy 
history from 1930’s to 2012

Field Reversed Configurations: A 
fusion reactor engineer’s dream but 
far from physics proof-of-concept Stellarators: A fusion reactor engineer’s nightmare but on 

the threshold for a major physics proof-of-concept Tokamaks: A fusion reactor 
engineer’s challenge but has the 
most promising performance to date

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_fusion_experiments


Cornell Relativistic Electron Coil Experiments (RECE):  Field Reversed 
Configuration research at the Mitchell Street High Voltage Lab
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5 MeV Marx generator and 
blumlein to drive a diode 
electron beam injector

RECE-Christa magnetic trap 

Topnotch engineers, technologists and machinists 
were “hands-on mentors”: Jim Ivers, Jim Milks, 
Mark Newall, Frank Redder, Cornell machine shop

Jay Jaykunar, Kiyoshi Yatsui, 
Abe Ghambari , Mark Parker



Manipulating electron rings: 
trapping, stacking, and adiabatic compression  
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Minimizing electron ring energy loss during translations
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Exceptional classmates: 
David Larrabee and Mark 
Parker, and undergraduate 
interns Karl Bromer and Von 
Walters

Ethane condensation 
with a LN2 cryopump



Field Reversed Theta Pinches at Los Alamos
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LANL FRX-C/T theta pinch (left) and dc magnet 
coils surrounding the translation chamber (right)

MHD simulation of poloidal flux for FRC translation 

Experimental measurements of excluded 
magnetic flux for FRC translation 

Phases of FRC formation in a 
field-reversed theta pinch



1 GW magnetic-compression heating of translated FRCs
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Significant electron and ion heating consistent with the expected 
B4/5 adiabatic scaling was observed, despite significant particle 
diffusion, which is enhanced during compression. 

Schematic diagram of the FRX-C/LSM compression experiment. 



Fast forward to 21st Century:  
Resurgence of FRCs through private investments 
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Tri-Alpha Energy, Inc
Foothill Ranch, CA

Helion Energy 
Redman, WA

General Fusion 
Burnaby, BC



U.S. Department of Energy MFE Program Today 
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Strategies  influenced by community 
workshops on priority research areas

The FES program mission is to expand the 
fundamental understanding of matter at very high 
temperatures and densities and to build the scientific 
foundation needed to develop a fusion energy source. 
This is accomplished by studying plasma and its 
interactions with its surroundings across wide ranges of 
temperature and density, developing advanced 
diagnostics to make detailed measurements of its 
properties and dynamics, and creating theoretical and 
computational models to resolve essential physics 
principles.



For over the last 25 years, Tokamak configurations have 
dominated the world MFE research, including the U.S.
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Los Alamos National Laboratory

DIII-D 
General Atomics

C-Mod
MIT

NSTX-U
Princeton



U.S. is a major partner with 
international tokamak programs
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Stellarators
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Spitzer Princeton 
1951

National Compact 
Stellarator
Experiment 

Princeton 2008

W7-X Stellarator
Max Planck Inst., 
Greifswald,  2015

Large Helical Device 
Toki 1998



Fusion power from Tokamaks were demonstrated as a 
scientific proof-of-principle over 20 years ago
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Then there is ITER
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1985

2017

2006

2035



While creating the first burning MFE plasma, ITER could be the 
most complex and expensive civilian scientific facility in history
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ITER is being built 
through the in-kind 
contributions of the 
seven members of 

the ITER 
Organization



ITER is supported by the governments of more 
than one-half of the World's population
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US ITER Project
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ITER tokamak
(full global scope) US ITER Contributions



US ITER Project
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ITER Time Line
1985: At the Geneva Summit Gorbachev suggested to Reagan that the two countries jointly 

undertake construction of a tokamak 
1988: Conceptual design
1992: Engineering design begins
1998: 1st final engineering design 
1999: USA pulls out
2001: “Cost-cutting" design was agreed
2003: U.S. rejoins; China and South Korea join
2005: Southern France announced as ITER site; special compromise between EU & Japan.
2005: India joins
2006: Project agrees to and funded with a cost estimate of €10 billion ($12.8 billion) projecting 

the start of construction in 2008 and completion a decade later
2007: 14 major design changes
2013: Project had run into many delays and budget overruns. The facility is not expected to 

begin operations at the schedule initially anticipated
2014: Scathing project review by the “Madia” committee leaks to the press
2015: Project review concludes that the schedule may need extending by at least six years; 

(first plasma in 2026, first D-T in 2035)
2016: Secretary of Energy report to Congress that U.S. remain a partner in the ITER project 

through FY 2018 and focus on efforts related to First Plasma
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Management crises, 
change, & encouragement
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Independent schedule review by experts appointed 
by the seven domestic agencies 2014 – 2015

Revised resourced loaded schedule to first plasma in 2015

Second 
external 
independent  
expert review 
of cost & 
schedule 2016
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Staged approach from ITER first plasma to DT



So what’s in the future for MFE?
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Venture capital longshots



Thank you again for the opportunity to return to LPS 
after all these years and evoking many fond memories
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